
SCHEDULE Location Talent Prop Text (or
voice-over)

Floating beaker / some other kind of lab
equipment being used

Other student with lab coat in the background
(not overlapping frame)

Student grabs a floating beaker (or whatever
lab equipment), mixes beaker and smiles at
the camera. Other lab student gives them a
thumbs up?

(may need to use 2nd green suit for 2nd
beaker)

Andy’s lab

W2001

Student +
students

Lab coat, lab
equipment, food
coloring

Lab coat + gloves

Endless lab and
fieldwork
opportunities

Floating pen taking notes in a classroom.

Then student comes in, grabs it, and sits in
the desk, continuing to take notes, smiles at
fellow classmate (and camera?)

(2 takes)
1. Wide (both moves)
2. MS/CS (both moves)

*** cut-away to “professor”

Sommer Hall Student +
students + older
person

Pad, pen, (students
bring their laptops)

Hoodie + pen +
notepad

Instruction from
public health
experts

The only thing
that’s
missing…is you.

People chatting at a table in the 9th floor
cafe, joined by a floating coffee cup (biggest
cup we can get).  The chair slides out from
the table by itself… then back in…
A muffin is on the table, then begins to float.

Student walks up, sits down and grabs the
floating muffin, and bites into it.  Smiles at the
other students.

Should we have Nick/Student wearing a hat
in this scene?

9th floor Amber +
students

Coffees, muffins

Hat + coffee mug +
food

Networking
opportunities.

Pair of disembodied shoes walk in front door
with a laptop bag.  They stop.  Student
without laptop bag walks to the side of the
floating bag and “jumps” into the shoes.
(laptop bag is now magically on the student)

Then walks away smiling.

(2 takes)
3. Wide (both moves)
4. MS/CS (both moves)

Turn-style
Monument

Nick + JB Laptop bag, Hat,
shoes

PHOC bag, hat,
mask

Johns Hopkins
has a lot to offer:



SCHEDULE:
10:15 - Call, outside Andy’s lab (Aleyna/JB meet students at entrance?)
10:30-10:50 - Andy’s lab, 2nd floor
10:50-11:00 - company move
11:00-11:20 - Sommer Hall, 2nd floor
11:20-11:30 - company move  (grab coffee and muffins)
11:30-11:50 - 9th Floor seating area
11:50-12:00 - company move
12:00-12:20 - Monument Entrance, 1st floor
12:30 - WRAP

Shot Location Talent Prop Text (or voice-over)

Pair of disembodied shoes
walk in front door

Turn-style
Monument

Nick + JB Laptop bag, Hat,
shoes

Johns Hopkins has a
lot to offer:

Floating pen taking notes in a
classroom

Sommer Student +
students +
older person

Pad, pen,
(students bring
their laptops)

Instruction from public
health experts

Floating beaker / some other
kind of lab equipment being
used

Andy’s lab Student +
students

Lab coat, lab
equipment

Endless lab and
fieldwork
opportunities

People chatting at a table in
the cafe, joined by a floating
coffee cup

9th floor Amber +
students

Coffees, muffins Networking
opportunities.

Back to floating pen: student
comes in, grabs it, and sits in
the desk, continuing to take
notes

Sommer Student +
students +
older person

The only thing that’s
missing…is you.

Student grabs floating beaker
(or whatever lab equipment)

Andy’s lab Student +
students

Learn more at
publichealth.jhu.edu/R
FI

Back to chatty table; student 9th floor Amber +



sits down, grabs a floating
muffin, and bites into it

students

Locations:
● Andy’s lab - Nick emailed request (answer by 5/9)
● Upstairs cafe – bring coffee and muffin from downstairs
● Empty auditorium (sommer hall)
● Monument street revolving door – ask security to be in it (maybe cut in to ID badge?)

Props:
● Pen, notepad
● Shoes
● Floating beaker / other lab equipment
● Food coloring
● Coffee cup
● Muffin or other food

People:
● Nick, Aleyna, Spencer = core team
● Raina/Catherine/Carly/Amber/Josh/JB as “extras”

Aleyna - this is freaking awesome. WAY better than I was even imagining.

Couple thoughts/brainstorms:
1. Maybe overall, we include more articles of clothing for each scene? (to show a bit of “variety of

students who go here”) so, for example, when we see the shoes, we also see a shirt and hat?
Or, when we see the floating beaker, we also see a lab coat. This might also “ground” it if
there’s an actual person there… (but I guess that would mean we’d need three people instead
of one lol) I also have an idea how to do this technically (in camera)

2. Shot #2 - we should film this BD hall.  (we already have footage of a class in there with Marie
D West - who’s a fan fav).  That being said, Faculty are still wearing masks in class right?

3. Alt for 3rd shot - maybe it’s a beaker pouring liquid into another beaker… OR if we really want
to appeal to the nerds, show a multi-channel pipette being used with a 96-well assay plate.
Lol (this could look cool, visually)

4. It’d be really cool to try to add a quick shot of someone overseas in shot #3… I have an idea.
(let’s chat on Monday?)

5. Maybe we do a quick pitch to Nick on Monday… so we can order a greenscreen “suit” sooner
than later.


